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Tom’s Ten Data Tips – February 2013 
 
Advanced Agile planning 
Agile planning is a verb rather than a noun. In Agile we emphasize the 
activity of planning. The noun “plan” that is the outcome of this 
process is transient: it will change every time we engage in planning 
again. Efficient coordination helps Agile planners “maximize the work 
not done.” 
 
 
1. Planning Is About Making Trade-Offs  
Every real-life planning effort requires trade-offs, and often many of 
them at once. Obvious trade-offs are speed versus cost because larger 
teams bring so much more communication overhead with them, but 
they also do make value from the product available sooner. Then 
there’s the trade-off between speed and quality: sometimes the 
window of opportunity can expire so you might need to risk releasing a 
product that hasn’t fully stabilized and is not yet free of bugs. But also 
team composition involves a plethora of trade-offs in terms of mixing 
junior and senior members, or choosing between part-time 
involvement of ‘champions’ versus full-time available, but slightly less 
knowledgeable staff. Should a particular feature be included in this 
release or deferred to a later one? What kind of tools can we “afford” 
to utilize? The list goes on and on and on. 
 
Collaborative (Agile) planning is about making these trade-offs 
together, tapping into the collective wisdom in the team. Planning 
should be a cooperative, not an antagonistic effort. Dialogue around 
trade-offs helps to make planning focus the team on their joint goals. 
 
 
2. By Making Your Plans “Bigger” (Or More Elaborate), A 
Balancing Loop Kicks In 
Requirements change, which can be frustrating. Sometimes the 
response is to attempt to “do better” by further elaborating on the 
requirements process. Better requirements should lead to better 
planning, right? Unfortunately, reality resists. When you do a ‘better’ 
job of gathering requirements, this also tends to take longer and cost 
more. That means you start building later, and spend more money 
even before a line of code has been written. Because of the delay in 
actual start of development, uncertainty about progress of 

“turning data into dollars” 
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development remains. Or might even get bigger when requirements 
gathering takes longer than foreseen. This balancing loop negates the 
effect of trying to win certainty by gathering more detailed 
requirements.  
 
 
3. Have People Coordinate Rather Than “Own” Tasks 
Agile boasts self-organization, which is key to leveraging creativity and 
entrepreneurial spirits in Agile teams. Although it is ‘best’ to have 
completely independent Stories and Tasks, this gold standard isn’t 
always achieved. Then some coordination is required, in particular to 
oversee sequential dependencies. This is where someone in the team 
might volunteer to take on that role. 
 
When people get “assigned” to Stories, it is vitally important that this 
does not imply they now “own” this Story. First of all, completion of 
the Sprint goal means completion of each and every Story, which is a 
shared responsibility by the team. Don’t undermine this, or worse, 
create opposing interests between the rest of the team and a Story 
coordinator, by suggesting success or failure to meet the Sprint goal is 
anything other than a team result. Secondly, you always want to 
enhance the team’s awareness of where bottlenecks might occur on 
the road to successful completion of the Sprint goal. If anything, you 
would like to spur everybody’s drive to continuously stay on the 
lookout for tasks (or Stories) that might fall on the critical path. Don’t 
weaken that reflex by making someone “responsible” for a Story, 
which suggests that the rest of the team now don’t need to think 
about it. It’s the opposite reflex you want to strengthen.  
 
 
4. Don’t Confuse Estimates With Commitments 
One of the dysfunctional ways in which the planning process can be 
disrupted is by treating estimates and plans as if they are delivery 
commitments. Organizations that do this drive a wedge between 
developers and project sponsors. A simple way to see why this is 
wrong is that the units are incomparable: an estimate is a probability 
statement and a delivery commitment is a point in time. These are like 
apples and oranges. 
 
The “best” estimates have a 50% chance of being too low, and 
perforce a 50% chance of being too high. Any other distribution would 
imply you have biased estimates. When you hold developers to their 
estimates, they will quickly learn they need to “pad” or “inflate” them 
in their own best interest. This makes the process less transparent, 
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less reliable, and most likely less efficient, too, because work tends to 
expand to fill the time available to do it. 
 
 
5. Consider “Learning” And “Risk”, Too, When Setting Priorities 
Oftentimes, project planning is largely or (almost) exclusively driven 
by value of features and cost to deliver. Since “value” isn’t always 
quantified, this might also mean urgency, perceived need, etc. 
However, as important as value and cost may be, “learning” and “risk” 
should be considered, too! These are at least as important to bring the 
project to completion, or even to decide it’s better to abandon in mid-
course. Good planning should keep those overarching objectives in 
mind. 
 
The risk of failing to meet a deadline needs to be discussed from a 
rational perspective, and preferably qualified as well (see also tip# 
10). Short-term “learning” is mostly risk management when you put 
the most difficult or uncertain Stories at the beginning of your Sprint.  
Long-term learning serves to gradually improve capabilities in the 
team to achieve higher Velocity, an omnipresent long-term goal for 
Agile teams (see also tip# 6).  
 
 
6. Agile Planning Deals With Both What Will Get Built And How 
Especially in big projects, a lot of effort is expended on building up 
knowledge within the development team. This is usually one of two 
things: knowledge about the customers’ needs, and how they can be 
fulfilled with this product, or, knowledge on how the product can be 
built. We call them end and means uncertainty.  
 
Another fundamental difference between Agile and Waterfall planning 
is that Waterfall deals with end uncertainty first (what will get built), 
and then manages means uncertainty (how to build it). In Agile 
planning we trade off some end uncertainty in order to reduce means 
uncertainty, too. In an Agile project they are reduced concurrently, 
In a Waterfall project they (supposedly) get handled sequentially. 
 
 
7. Planning Involves Two-Way Communication 
In order to assume that ‘the’ plan “always” provides the most value to 
the organization, we need to update it with our best knowledge of 
today’s situation. Of course you periodically apprise the business about 
your progress, and update both milestone estimates and anticipated 
risks. But this also means keeping an ear to the ground with your 
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business partners. Are business conditions changing? Do new 
opportunities arise that you can help with? Having a good Product 
Owner (Scrum) or Customer (XP) onsite makes all the difference in the 
world, but regardless it cannot harm to scorn for this kind of 
“strategic” information from time to time. 
 
 
8. The Later You Schedule A Feature, The Lower Your Cost Of 
Change Will (Must) Be 
A useful guiding principle in Agile planning is “delaying decisions to the 
last responsible moment.” The keyword “responsible” in this phrase 
has to do with remaining means uncertainty: we don’t know exactly 
how long it will take to build a particular feature. If you plan this 
feature too late, you’ll wind up expediting which always comes at 
additional cost. 
 
All else being equal, planning features later is better. The deferred 
investment represents some cost of capital that you’re saving. But 
probably more importantly, the later you schedule a feature, the less 
change effort will (must) be expended on it. If it’s the last feature you 
build, for sure no changes will be made to it. Most of these benefits 
don’t have to grow out of necessity, they will also result from having 
reduced end uncertainty and maximal learning towards the end of a 
release. 
 
 
9. Release Planning Helps You See The Forest Thru the Trees 
Sometimes business stakeholders “need” a commitment for a release, 
like when marketing or communication plans are timed after a piece of 
software comes available. Then there is an external need for release 
planning. But even without such an external motivator, there can be 
good reasons to engage in release planning. 
 
To avoid myopia, a release planning helps to see the forest through 
the trees. When the team as a whole was involved in the release 
planning, everyone can contribute to scheduling so that project risks 
are mitigated (see also tip# 5). A release planning can also help to 
keep perspective on progress outside the boundaries of your current 
Sprint. 
 
 
10. Deadlines Are Mostly Dreamlines 
“Real” deadlines are much (much!) rarer in business than some 
managers would like you to believe. They may exist as a tradeshow 
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that’s a unique opportunity to demo some product, regulatory 
compliance when authorities threaten to revoke your business license, 
etc. But beware of purported “deadlines” that are set to “motivate” the 
team, or put them under undue pressure. This can easily lead to 
irrational trade-offs (see also tip# 1), and inefficiencies as a result of 
trying to expedite work. 
 
Any time you expedite, this comes at a cost. Try to engage sponsors in 
this trade-off, and ask them how much ($) meeting a deadline is worth 
to them. Do they (really) put their money where their mouth is? 
 
 


